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What are CISUTAC objectives?

- **Piloting** solutions for circular textiles
- **Enabling technologies** by using advanced digital solutions
- **Developing the capacity** and digital **infrastructure**
- **Assisting** the sector in the transition
- **Understanding the** sector and **consumers**

Circular and Sustainable Textiles and Clothing
Vision for a circular & sustainable textile sector

- Explores circularity
- Assesses EU developments and national measures
- Advises on strategic directions, innovation gaps and possible solutions
- Aligns with EU policy agenda
- Identifies EPR as a key element
A European EPR that drives circularity

- Tailored to widespread circularity
- Respect for the waste hierarchy
- Incentivising eco-design
- Respect for heterogeneity of textiles
- Shared responsibility and partnership
- Effective compliance and enforcement
- Time to implement and consult with stakeholders
- More sustainable consumer behaviour
Thank you!

More information on:
- www.cisutac.eu
- CISUTAC
- @CISUTAC
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